
This course enables medical professionals and 
students to engage internationally. 

Writing articles, giving presentations, listening to lectures 
and reading research papers in English is increasingly 
important in the globalised world of healthcare. 

SLC’s online English for Medical Academic Purposes 
course gives you the language skills you need to study 
and work effectively with English language materials at 
a high level.

It provides the tools you need to write effectively, 
attend international conferences and events, and work 
with professionals and students from other countries. 

English for 
MEdical acadEMic PurPosEs

English is the lingua franca of 
international medicine and pharmacy. 
The vast majority of research is 
published in English. Most conferences 
are given in English.

Having a strong understanding of 
medical academic English, enables 
today’s students to 

 keep up with the  
latest research

 attend and speak  
at conferences

 write articles and  
reports in English

 study and practice overseas

 participate in  
international projects

 network effectively in a global 
healthcare environment

50
hours

ONLINE

ENGLISH LEVEL: B2
Upper-intermediate
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“This course was really useful for me, 
as l got a lot of new knowledge, which 
will help me to communicate with my 

colleagues and prepare scientific works.”
inga, medical student

“For me the order and rules of writing 
and registration of scientific articles and 

preparation of presentations were very useful.”
inna, medical student



What does the course include?

on this course, you 
• develop the skills and strategies you need to listen 

effectively to academic talks, give presentations or  
read academic texts

• learn the key features of academic writing, so you 
can write abstracts, articles and research papers 
clearly and effectively

• expand your academic vocabulary

• deepen your knowledge of grammar and structure

• improve your study skills so you develop as an 
independent learner and researcher

Why online?
• Accessible wherever you have an internet 

connection

• Updateable content, so it is never out of date

• Engaging and motivating multi-media content,  
in line with how current students want to learn

• Trackable, so you can easily see what you have 
done and what your scores were

international accreditation

This course has been accredited by the CPD Standards 
Office in the UK, whose professional qualifications are 
recognised worldwide. 

When you complete the course, you receive a  
CPD-badged certificate with the course level,  
content outline and 40 CPD points or hours. 

about 
specialist language 
courses (slc)

Based at the University of Sussex, 
SLC is a leading expert in online 
technical and academic language 
publishing and training. We work with 
medical universities, NHS Trusts, 
international healthcare recruitment 
companies, private hospitals and 
care home groups. 
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other online courses: 

English for 
doctors

English for 
pharmacy

English for 
nurses

general 
English


